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Overview01

Zoolz Cloud is a beacon of affordability and reliability
in the realm of cloud storage solutions. It's tailored for
businesses with massive data storage needs, offering
a blend of top-notch security, advanced features, and
cost-effectiveness.

Key Features02

Military-level AES encryption
for files.

Secure transfer with 256 AES.

Compliance with data safety
regulations.

Security First

🔐

Continuous data protection.

Scheduled backups with
multiple performance modes.

Advanced file filtering and
deduplication.

Backup Capabilities 

⚙

Share, listen, and access your
data on the go.

Instant access to encrypted
documents.

Mobile Access 

📱

Monitor backup and restore
activities.

Track bandwidth and
storage usage.

Detailed Reporting 

📊

Affordable storage for large
data volumes.

Preview backed-up data
before restoring.

Multi-level deduplication and
block-level support.

Big Data Solutions 

📈

Backup support for
Windows Servers.

Continuous Data Protection.

Open File backup support.

Server Support 

🖥

Easy user addition and policy
management.

Multiple admin support and
organization with labels.

User Management 

�

Restore from the web or client.

Step-by-step restore process.

Remote restore capabilities.

Easy Restore 

⏳



Secure and Reliable: Built on the robust
Amazon infrastructure, trusted by giants like
NASDAQ, NASA, and more.

Cost-Effective with Cold Storage™: Perfect for
archiving data for a lifetime.

Comprehensive Data Protection: Covering
desktops, laptops, servers, and external drives.

1.

The Cold Storage Advantage ❄04

Zoolz's Cold Storage is a game-changer for archiving,
offering 1 TB storage for unlimited users and servers
at just $16.67/mo. Plus, there's zero restore cost.

Conclusion05

Zoolz isn't just another cloud backup solution. 
It's a comprehensive platform tailored for
businesses, especially those with massive data.
If you're looking for a reliable cloud storage
solution that doesn't break the bank, think Zoolz!

Learn More06

Dive deeper into what makes Zoolz a top choice
for many. Read our latest blog on Medium to
know more!

Why Choose Zoolz?03
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